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of the Physics Department of the Cagliari University.
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MBA and LLM and PhD degrees.
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Research & Development and Innovation programmes (including coordination of national research
programs and setting up of major European initiatives) and Intellectual Property in transnational
collaborative research projects. Before joining the European Commission (Research & Innovation)
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responsible for the dissemination of the European Union’s Framework Programme for Research and
Technological Development and Demonstration (FP). Declan has a background in analysing the
relationship between public and private R&D investment and the impact on R&D performance. He has
worked extensively on science policy evaluation methodologies and technology options for policy and
decision makers. He was the contractor that established the CORDIS News Service for the Commission
in 1994 and has edited CORDIS focus and Innovation and Technology Transfer Newsletter, both
published by the European Commission. He is a graduate of University College, Dublin and the Dublin
Institute of Technology.
Martin Müller is the Co-Head of Office at Swiss information and liaison office for European research,
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Marie Timmermann is an EU Legislation and Regulatory Affairs Officer at Science Europe since July
2016. Prior to that (2007-2016) she was working at the EU Representation of the German Pharmacists
Association, focusing on legislation monitoring, policy analysis and strategy. She studied political
science with a focus on EU politics and economics in Germany and France.
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